Press release
Skylog introduces its new General Manager Boris BLAGOJEVIC-LEE

Frankfurt, 8th October 2018 – Skylog, a German
subsidiary of ECS Group, hired its new General
Manager Boris BLAGOJEVIC-LEE. For the record,
Skylog is based in Frankfurt (FRA) and is designed
as an exclusive business unit to serve IAG cargo,
with well trained and experienced staff focused on
the specific products of IAG.
Adrien THOMINET, CEO at ECS Group said that « The
recruitment of Boris BLAGOJEVIC-LEE is an excellent
opportunity to Skylog and to ECS because he knows
very well all the aspects of our industry.
Furthermore, he matches exactly to ECS
recruitment’s spirit: having talented people forwardlooking. ».
Boris BLAGOJEVIC-LEE can be defined as a self-made man. He joined the industry on the
handling side at Frankfurt-Hahn Airport before being responsible for Billing, Cargospot
Administration, Traffic Rights and later on for sales in the Americas at ACG Air Cargo
Germany. Then he took a commercial role within European Regions at Qatar Airways. Just
before joining ECS Group as General Manager of Skylog, he was in the position of Director
Global Sales of Leisure Cargo.

ABOUT ECS GROUP
ECS Group is the world leader in GSSA business, serving airlines.
Representing hundreds of companies in over 47 countries through its 147
offices, ECS group knows it can count on its 1034 employees around the
world to offer high quality service tailored to each of its partners. Thanks to
this ever-increasing network, this year ECS Group has carried over 979,000
tons on behalf of the airlines it represents and, in this way, contributes to
their growth and development on the international stage, in the air cargo
sector. ECS Group has received many awards from its peers and is the
favored partner and go-to GSSA in the cargo industry.
For more details, visit the ECS Group’s website: www.ecsgroup.aero
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